Content Tutors (CT)

Content Tutors facilitate the learning process through content-based knowledge, study strategies, and time management. CT's provide academic assistance that encourages student-athletes to become independent learners by supporting their academic needs while maximizing their time and productivity. Tutors may work with students individually or in groups.

Qualifications:

- Junior, senior, or graduate student with a cumulative GPA of 3.00 or higher.
- Earned at least an A- in the course, or taught the course at BC or another institution.
- Demonstrate both competency, patience and professionalism.

Requirements

- Available for a minimum of 4 hours over at least two days/ nights
- Capable of working nights and weekends and attending monthly tutor training
- Ability to work with a diverse population of students
- Maintain student-athlete confidentiality except when discussing with designated SAAS personnel
- Demonstrate understanding and adherence of specific principals and standards of ethical conduct

Compensation

$12 – $20/hr.

Contact

Amy Morgan,
Sr. Assistant Director & Tutorial Coordinator
617-552-0614
amy.morgan.2@bc.edu

Michael Harris
Director
614-552-8669
harrivs@bc.edu